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Kultutwissenscbaftlicbes Institui Essen 
Denn da wir nun einmal die Resultate früherer Geschlechter sind, sind wir auch 
die Resultate ihrer Verirrungen, Leidenschaften und Irrtumer, ja Verbrechen; es 
ist nicht mõglich, sich ganz von dieser Kette zu lósen. (Since we are the results of 
earlier generations, we are the results of their errors, passions and even crimes as 
wcll. It is impossible, to get completely rid of this chain). 
Friedrich Nietzsche' 
T H E HOLOCAUST ROOTS GERMAN IDENTITY IN A CATASTROPHE 
T he Holocaust constitutes German identity by a catastrophe. As a pregiven event to be dealt with the Holocaust belongs to those events o f the past which have determined the life situation o f Germany 
today. I t is a part o f a history which led to a complete defeat o f the naüon 
and to a destrucüon o f large parts o f the country, to a political division of 
Germany, to a loss o f land and the expulsion o f its people and to a mental 
burden o f guilt, shame, horror, suppression, trauma, and responsibility. The 
pregiven temporal chain of generadons is the channel through which this 
event is related to the externai and internai circumstances under which the 
Germans have to live. 
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Contcmporaries, bvstanders, perpetrators, victims, opponents past 
Modes o f objective relarion, the 'causality o f fate' history 
The people o f (West-)German living under conditions which 
are results o f what happened in the past 
present 
Historical consciousness has to work through historical development 
which started in or at least passed the Nazi-time and which will lead into a 
different future. Bridging the gap between the condidoning past and the 
intended future, historical consciousness changes the fateful dependence into 
a value-guided acceptance or legidmacy of idendty. In this transformarion 
the experience o f catastrophe remains a decisive point. O n the intentional 
levei it works as a normative factor, which decides about the interpretation 
by which the past becomes history for the present. Catastrophe here works 
as a negative eva luaüon which structures the decisive events in the narradve 
flow o f historical arguments which shape the Germans' self awareness, their 
idea o f collecdve identity and their distinction o f otherness. 
Contemporaries, bystanders, perpetrators, victims, 
opponents 
past 
Modes o f objective relation history 
Collective identity o f the (West-)German as a 
result o f cultural activies dedicated to the memory 
and the consequences o f the past 
present 
After 1945 the Holocaust has not always been the decisive event of the 
Nazi period in respect to which the Germans have related themselves to this 
period. On the contrary: the post-war-development of German historical 
consciousness is characterized by an increasing importance o f the Holocaust 
with the growing temporal distance to i t . 2 Since this distance brings about the 
already mentioned difference between memory and historical consciousness 
one can say that the Holocaust gained its historical significance in the 
transforming process by which the memory o f the Nazi-time has developed 
the features o f historical consciousness. 
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POSTWAR GERMAN IDENTITY BUILDING STARTED WITH A CONCEALMENT OF THE 
HOLOCAUST AND AN EXTERRITORIALIZATION OF NAZISM 
I would like to propose an outline o f the development of German 
historical consciousness and its related concept of collective identity according 
to the catastrophical traits of the Nazi-time and the Holocaust. I would like 
to characterize the very complex development of post ar German identity 
in an ideal-typological way distinguishing three main stages. I t would be 
misleading to understand this distinction of three stages as i f they replaced 
each other in a time sequence. In fact, they have coexisted and formed different 
constellations and mixtures. But logically and even in respect to temporal 
sequences they can clearly be distinguished. 
In the first one the crime of the Nazi era remained, of course, in the 
minds of the perpetrators and the victims, who still lived in Germany, and 
of those who knew about what happened. As such it had the importance o f 
an event against which identity was shaped, or at least the importance o f an 
event which changed the collective identity substantially. The Germans entered 
the post-war era with a feeling of a collective catastrophe, of a complete 
defeat. This catastrophe was also seen as a rupture of identity, which radically 
weakened the hitherto strong nationalism. Self-esteem, which belongs to the 
traditional nationalism, became impossible vis-à-vis its role in the Nazi-period. 
For the purpose o f mental survival the Germans had to bridge the 
rupture within their historical identity and to overcome its fundamental crisis. 
The answer to the challenge of rupture was - at least on the levei o f the 
intellectual debate and the educational system - a revocarion of national 
traditions, which could be interpreted as opposed to the Nazi-ideology. 
Friedrich Meinecke e.g. recommended Goethe as a renovating historical 
element o f German identity.3 Long past events or historical elements of 
German history where collective identity could be positively rooted had 
survived the Nazitime and especially the Holocaust. The Holocaust was no 
historical element, which fitted into the realm of 'our' history. I f it had an 
identity building role at ali (on the levei o f deliberate mental activity and not 
in the unconscious) it indicated and manifested 'otherness'. 
The crisis o f collective identity was overcome by leaving aside i f not 
suppressing the memory of the Holocaust and related crimes in the realm o f 
the public discussion and political activity. The new West German democracy 
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became very successful, and one condidon for this success was the integration 
of large parts o f the elite o f the Nazi-system into the new Republic. This 
integration had a mental dimension, for there was an unspoken agreement 
not to deal with the far-going entanglement in the Nazi-system.4 In the men-
tal strategy o f identity building the threatening features of the Nazi-period 
were projected into the otherness o f the perpetrators beyond the limits of 
one's own self. The Nazis were demonized and exterrirorialfzed into a realm 
beyond the main lines o f German history. Nazism and Nazi dictatorship 
shrinked into an invasion of a relatively small group of political gangsters 
coming out o f nowhere and occupying Germany.5 The 'ordinary' Germans 
- and that meant those who had to come to terms with their own past - were 
characterized as victims o f a devilish Nazi-seduction.6 The psychological 
strategy of this kind o f moulding collective memory in order to get rid of 
the burden o f one's own entanglement is described as the procedure of 
'reversing' in psychoanalysis. 
The concept o f totalitarianism later on confirmed this exterritorialization: 
now during the cold war period 'the others' could be identified beyond the 
iron curtain, and the burdening experience o f Nazism could be inscribed 
into the face o f the common enemy, the communists. So a collective conviction 
could be brought about: N o t we, but the others were guilty.7 
Later on this strategy o f public silence and exterritorialization was 
criticized as a mental failure, a structural deformation of the German mind. 
This criticism was the consequence o f a new moralistic approach to the Nazi-
period, which constituted the second period. This criticism, the most prominent 
document o f which is Alexander and Margarete Mitscherlich's "Die 
Unfáhigkeit zu trauern"8 overlooked the limited possibilities of mental survival 
and the function o f forgetfulness in overcoming a deep identity crisis caused 
by a rupture o f historical continuity. 
There were lines o f continuity, of course, which went across the Nazi 
period and bound it to the real German history and therefore could be 
publicly commemorated: the German opposition to Hider (except for its 
Communist branch) e.g. could function as such an exemption from the rupture 
of continuity in German history. Another example is the 'silent opposition' 
{innerer Widerstand), which many intellectuals who were not expelled and who 
did not leave Germany claimed for their behavior in the Nazi Era. By this 
'opposition' they intended to stand for the ongoing validity of traditional 
values in the time o f their negation and destruction. 
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IN A SECOND STEP OF roENTrTY BUILDING THE HOLOCAUST BECAME A CONSTRUTIVE 
EVENT BY MORALISTIC CONDEMNATION 
The second stage carne along with the next generation o f Germans 
who had to gain their own concept o f collective identity by struggling with 
their parents. Their concept is characterized by its relationship to the Holocaust 
by two conflicting intentions: The first is to keep the Hcl^caust up and give it 
a historical relevance and importance for German collective memory. Now 
for the first time it got its place in a historical perspective, which ended in the 
mental field of historical German self-understanding. I t was not especially 
the Holocaust, but the Nazi-period in general, which played a new role in 
building collective identity: Now it was used as a counter-event, which 
constituted German identity in a negative way. In this negative way the Nazi-
period became an integral part of German history. 
The new generation grounded its self-esteem in a strictly moralistic 
criticism of this period using universalistic standards of political culture, which 
had become valid in their political socialization.' ; In its most elaborated form 
this negative constitutive role was confirmed and realized by an identificatory 
step into the period o f Nazism: selfness got its moralistic power by an 
identification with the victims. The others were the perpetrators and bystanders. 
Otherness now lost its transhistorical status and became a part o f German 
history itself, against which the new Germany was placed. 
What were the consequences o f this integration of the Holocaust into 
German history for the concept o f collective identity? I n respect to its 
peculiarity German History lost the features o f an obligatory tradition. 
Tradition was replaced by universalistic values and norms. This universalism 
has now become a constitutive factor o f reshaping German identity 1 0 I t has 
got its mental power and the strength o f its conviction by the negative historical 
experience o f Nazi history. Brought into the horizon o f German self-
awareness it pushed the new generation into the mental attitude of standing 
for its contrary and of placing itself stricdy beyond any historical relationship 
reaching into the center o f oneself. Therefore „crit ique" became an essential 
attitude in interpreting German history. By this approach otherness has become 
a part o f one's own history: now it is manifest in the past of one's own 
people but in a way that it is excluded (by critique) from the realm o f oneself. 
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This distinction between self and otherness within the same (German) 
history is a step beyond the exterritorialization o f the Holocaust out of the 
identity building history. Now German identity has come to terms with the 
Holocaust experience by interpreting i t in a framework o f historical 
interpretation based on universalistic values according to a Western concept 
of modernity. This interpretation leaves a decisive question unanswered which 
raises from the catastrophic character o f the Holocaust: Is this character not 
left out, or at least 'normalized' when the Holocaust functions as a historical 
example which confirms the validity of the value system of Western civilization 
by the disastrous consequences o f its negation? 
This relationship of German identity to the Nazi period shows a fragile 
mixture o f a metahistorical universaüty o f norms and values and of a specific 
historical experience, mediated by contradiction and it still prevails with a lot 
of Germans. The next step is dedicated to the task o f overcoming the fragility 
of this mixture into an entire historization o f the Nazi past including the 
Holocaust. 
T H E OTHERNESS OF THE HOLOCAUST TENDS TO BECOME INTEGRATED BY FURTHER 
HISTORIZATION 
The third stage has just started and it is an open question whether it will 
come to a peculiar new form o f collective identity. But there are clear 
indications for it. The decisive new element, which reshapes German identity 
is an opening o f the German mind to the genealogical relationship to the 
perpetrators. The moralistic criticism o f the Holocaust, accompanied with an 
identification with the victims, kept this relationship outside the constitutive 
historical elements of the Germans' self-identity. The growing distance of 
generational change enables the Germans to bridge the mental gap, which 
separated them from their fathers and grandfathers in the historical perspective 
of their self-awareness. Those who committed the Holocaust, were 'the others'. 
But these 'others' were at the same time Germans like those who radically 
dissociated themselves from them along the line o f temporal change in 
German history. Now this mediation takes place: prominent historians start 
to say 'we' to the perpetrators.11 
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This indicates a challenging need for reconceptualizing German idendty. 
The objectively pregiven genealogical chain o f generations now has become 
a structural element of the historical perspective within which German identity 
is shaped. The Germans start to define themselves as a result o f a historical 
transformation, in which the perpetrators and bystanders become integral 
parts of the historical experience, which moulds the feature of German 
peculiarity as a mirror o f self-reflection. The a-temporal moral distance of 
the second stage is transformed into a specifically historical distance. The 
Holocaust is about to get a place in the chain o f events, by which the shape 
of German identity is constituted. In this 'historical' place the Holocaust, of 
course, has not lost its character as the contrary o f any valid system o f values 
which the Germans feel collectively committed to. The point is that this 
otherness is now a part o f one's own self. 
I t is not yet visible what this means in respect to the symbolic order o f 
historical experience as a feature of the collective self of the Germans. Such 
a feature always needs a certain coherence in arranging the events of the past 
into a concept o f temporal order, which may function as a pattern o f 
selfunderstanding and o f cultural orientation. Coherence allows constitutive 
values to play a legitimatory role. For the Germans the Holocaust can never 
serve as a legitimation o f their peculiarity as a nation whatsoever. The reason 
is complex. Certainly there is a genealogical line between the Germans today 
and the perpetrators, but this line doesn't exclusively combine them with the 
perpetrators, since a part o f the victims and o f the opponents were Germans 
as well. On the other hand this line is so strong that any legitimatory approach 
to the Holocaust would put the Germans o f today into the role o f the 
successors o f the perpetrators. This strictly contradicts the respect for 
universalistic values, which were deeply rooted in the German political culture, 
and which are a constitutive element of their collective identity. As long as the 
perpetrators are integrated into a common 'Germanhood', i.e. as long as 
they are recognized as Germans, German collective identity is featured by a 
negative constituting event as an inclusive part of their own history. 
This inclusion o f the otherness of the Holocaust requires a new logic 
of historically shaping collective identity: the strict exclusion o f negative 
elements in the horizon o f historical experience related to one's own people 
has become impossible. The temporal chain of events, which constitute 
historically collective identity includes the Holocaust with its negative meaning 
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and significance. This significance prevents any form o f coherence in the 
historical fearure o f oneself, which is brought about by an endre positive 
identificatíon with the past. The historical feature of oneself has become 
fragmented and loaded with tensions and even contradicdons. As long as this 
fragmentary character and negativity is conceptualized with a principie of 
historical sense it can serve as a reliable cultural frame o f orientation and 
idendty building. 'Sense'12 in this respect means an essendal openness of the 
temporal dimension o f historical identity, a contra-factual validity o f funda-
mental regulative ideas, which place the collective self just on the borderline 
between past and present where the transformation of pregiven circumstances 
takes place. Here an essendal queasiness in respect to descent origin ends in 
the projective force of the human mind, which discloses creative chances of 
change. Identity - whether it is a personal or a collective one - is always a 
synthesis o f what one was and o f what one would like to become. In respect 
o f this tensional synthesis the constitutive force o f the Holocaust in the 
historical perspective o f German identity evokes its complement as a 
projection of a future, which is committed to the categorical consequence of 
the Holocaust which Adorno has stated as a general principie of human 
thinking: it should never happen again.13 
Situated on this line o f rupture, even the catastrophic element o f the 
Holocaust as crisis can be recognized: I t disturbs the hitherto selfunderstanding 
standards o f coherence in the concept o f historical identity. 
Within this new fearure o f collective identity the relationship o f crisis 
and idendty has essentially changed. In traditional cultural procedures of 
commemoration the crisis will be overcome: the discontinuity and rupture 
caused by contingency is transformed by historical consciousness into a new 
meaningful coherence in the temporal connection of past, present and future. 
Now crisis has become an elemenr o f identity itself. This means that the 
people cannot rely on a deep conviction that their form of life is fundamentally 
legitimated and that they can rely on the permanence o f their life form at 
least in its essendal elements. A n inbuilt 'criticai' element in this feature furnishes 
this permanence and legitimacy with projective elements, e.g. regulative ideas 
o f practical reason. They are permanendy generated and pushed forward by 
the sting o f memory, which keeps the Holocaust present. The memory of 
the Holocaust has been transformed into a historical consciousness, which 
relativates one's self-esteem into a character o f imperfectibility, and this 
imperfectibility can be realized as a chance for practical activities. 
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Concerning this third stage one can only observe indications and starring 
points. So it is an open question whether and how this new logic o f identity 
building by the Holocaust-memory will bring about a new relationship of 
German national identity and the Holocaust, as well as a new structure in the 
concept of collective identity, where otherness and selfness will get a new 
mediation beyond the cultural logic and pracdce of identity building by 
exclusionof otherness. 
Statt des Schlafes tropft vor das Herz 
schwer die Erinnerung und ihre Qual, und 
ob der Sinn sich auch stráubt, es kommt 
die Erkenntnis.... 
(instead of sleeping the heart is burdened with memory and its anguish. 
And although the mind is against it, cognition will come). 
Aischylos14. 
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R E S U M O : O Holocausto dos judeus no per íodo nazista constitui, 
para os a l emãe s , em um elemento de identidade invertida pela 
catástrofe. A qualificação dos papéis sociais na memór ia a lemã da 
segunda metade do século 20 conduz à identificação da sociedade 
alemã (ocidental) a partir de atividades culturais dedicadas à memória 
e às conseqüências do passado. A alteridade é readmitida na consciência 
histórica do alemão contemporâneo pelo resgate moral da diferença 
e pela superação do trauma pelo luto. 
P A L A V R A S - C H A V E S : Holocausto, Alemanha, trauma, memória , 
identidade, moral. 
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